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FRONT COVER PICTURE 

 

It’s that time of year again! And instead of putting Rudolph on the front cover with a 

hefty downpouring of snow, we thought something a little more restrained was in 

order given the milder winters we now seem to experience. 

Meanwhile, if you’d like to submit your own photo for the front cover of the February 

edition of NewsMail, please send it attached to an email via newsletter@yorku3a.com 

to arrive by the deadline date of Monday 16th January. 

 
Nick David, Editor  

mailto:newsletter@yorku3a.com
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CHAIR’S MESSAGE 

 

As the days draw in and the nights get darker and the weather more hostile, we 

approach mid-winter needing a festival of some sort to lighten the darkness and lift 

our spirits enough to get us through to Spring. So Christmas comes at a good time, 

as, not coincidentally, did the pagan festival of Saturnalia for the Romans. As 

History.com will tell you: “Instead of working, Romans spent Saturnalia gambling, 

singing, playing music, feasting, socialising and giving each other gifts.”  Homes were 

decorated with wreaths and other greenery and candles were lit to encourage light to 

return after the winter solstice. All of which, with the possible exception of the 

gambling, sounds pretty familiar. It was a smart move on the part of the Western 

Christian churches in the 4th century to hit on December 25th as the date on which to 

celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ, with many of the trappings of Saturnalia being 

incorporated in the aftermath. 

Our u3a’s collective opportunity for ‘singing, playing music, feasting and socialising’ 

comes with our Christmas Concert on December the 10th (although, tasty as the 

mince-pies are sure to be, ‘feasting’ might be considered to be overstating the case 

a little).  This year our u3a is for the first time also celebrating Advent and Christmas 

with an online Advent Calendar, details of which will be found later in this Newsmail.  

This last has taken a great deal of time and effort to put together, for which we owe 

Lorrae Atkins our very warm thanks.   

As Nick David mentions in his editorial, this is the last edition of Newsmail that he will 

be editing. Nick’s role as our Regional Representative on the York and Humber 

Region Committee will be taking up more of his time, but I am very pleased to say 

that he will remain as a Trustee on our u3a committee. I would like to take this 

opportunity to thank him most sincerely on behalf of us all for the outstanding job he 

has done for us as Newsmail Editor. I am delighted that Sue and Nick Tompkin have 

agreed to take over from Nick and look forward to working with them. 

It remains only to extend Christmas wishes to you all a little more succinctly than 

those you will find on the next page. May you have a peaceful and enjoyable 

Christmas season, as festive as you would like it to be, a happy New Year, and a 

2023 enhanced in all the ways you would wish by your membership of our u3a. 

David Maughan Brown, Chair 
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EDITORIAL 

 

Hello and welcome to the December edition of York u3a’s NewsMail. 

I’m pleased to say that our publication this month is back to something like its usual 

length thanks to increased contributions from our members et al. Long may that 

continue! So, if there’s something you’d like to see in the February edition, please 

forward it via newsletter@yorku3a.com or drop it in to the office by Monday 16th 

January for publication on Friday 27th. 

And just to say this will be my last edition as Editor as I will be handing over to Nick 

and Sue Tompkin in the New Year. Please afford them the same support as you have 

given me. 

Now, with tongue in cheek, please accept our Christmas Wishes as follows. 

 

Nick David, Editor 

 

CHRISTMAS WISHES 
 

Please accept with no obligation implied or implicit, our best wishes for a socially 

responsible, gender neutral, celebration of the winter solstice holiday, practiced within 

the most enjoyable traditions of the religious persuasion of your choice, or secular 

practices of your choice; with respect for the religious/secular practices and/or 

traditions of others, or their choice not to practice religious or secular traditions at all, 

together with a fiscally successful, personally fulfilling, and medically uncomplicated 

recognition of the onset of the generally accepted calendar year 2023, but not without 

due respect for the calendars of choice of other cultures whose contributions to 

society have helped make Britain great (not to imply that Britain is greater than any 

other country) and without regard to the race, creed, colour, age, physical ability, 

religious faith, or sexual preference of the wishee. 

By accepting this greeting you are accepting these terms: 

This greeting is subject to clarification or withdrawal. It is freely transferable with no 

alteration to the original greeting. It implies no promise by the wisher to actually 

implement any of the wishes for herself or others, and is void where prohibited by 

law, and is revocable at the sole discretion of the wisher. 

This wish is warranted to perform as expected within the usual application of good 

tidings for a period of one year, or until the issuance of a subsequent holiday greeting, 

whichever comes first, and warranty is limited to replacement of this wish or issuance 

of a new wish at the sole discretion of the wisher. 

 

Editor’s Note : This was originally supplied by Paul Walters of Wake up to Wogan but 

now comes courtesy of Carole Green.  

mailto:newsletter@yorku3a.com
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VACANCIES 

Volunteers Co-ordinator 

 

An exciting new voluntary role is available to help York u3a develop and co-ordinate 

a group of volunteers who would support events and provide back-up support for 

Group Leaders as well as occasional administrative and technical assistance.    

 

We are looking for someone who will make volunteering a positive and rewarding 

experience. Previous experience in recruiting, supervising, developing and 

supporting people would be very helpful and personal experience of volunteering 

would be an advantage. You will also be a committee member and will be able to 

influence the future of York u3a, so this is a great opportunity to get involved. 

 
Office Supervisor 

 
As a result of internal changes, an exciting opportunity has arisen to join the office 

volunteers as Office Supervisor. The Office Supervisor co-ordinates the activities and 

operations of the York u3a office at Clifford Street on a voluntary basis. Our 

volunteers are key to the smooth running of York u3a and the office is a central point 

of contact and support for existing members and those wishing to join by providing a 

warm welcome, information, signposting and administrative service. As Office 

Supervisor you would be responsible for supporting the office team to deliver an 

efficient service while enjoying a positive volunteering experience. 

 

If you have a background in supervision, administrative work and/or customer service 

we would love to hear from you. 

 

For further information on either of these vacancies, please contact Karen Sawyer, 

Office Co-ordinator via officeyorku3a@gmail.com or David Maughan Brown, Chair 

via chairyorku3a@gmail.com or call the office on 01904 289293. 

 

The closing date for applications is 15th January 2023. 

 

David Maughan Brown, Chair 

  

mailto:officeyorku3a@gmail.com
mailto:chairyorku3a@gmail.com
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GROUPS 

 

Our Autumn programmes are now nearing their end and some Groups are beginning 

to think about their activities for the New Year. For more details, please look at the 

Groups Register on our webpage https://yorku3a.wordpress.com/groups  

Up-to-date information is available on all our Groups and can be readily accessed. 

Recent changes are highlighted in yellow. Alternatively, please get in touch through 

the office on 01904 289293. 

 

Rosemary Royds Tree, Groups Co-ordinator  

Films Plus 

We are a group who all enjoy watching and discussing films. We are alternating 

between Zoom meetings, discussing a film we’ve seen on TV and ‘in-person’ 

meetings, watching a film at City Screen followed by discussion at a local bar. We 

generally ‘meet’ on Tuesday evenings. I email or phone out the info the previous 

Wednesday. 

New members are welcome. There is no obligation to come to all the meetings. Just 

come to the ones that interest you and fit in with your timing. We have members who 

come very frequently and others who join in only occasionally, those who know lots 

about films and those who know little. All are equally welcome. 

Recently we’ve seen and discussed Mrs Harris goes to Paris, Exhibition on Screen: 

Hopper, The Cordillera of Dreams, All that Breathes, Aftersun and Return to Dust. 

Elisa Main 01904 438976 Email: filmsplus@yorku3a.com 

Bridge for Absolute Beginners 

 

The next class will start on 21st March 2023 and I have only one place available. 

Sam Borman Email:  samdavbor@yahoo.com  07752 801488 

 
Jive Sessions 
 
These are held at Guppy’s Enterprise Club, 17 Nunnery Lane on every Monday 

afternoon from 2pm to 4pm. There are still places available. Anyone wishing to attend 

does not need to bring a partner, but couples are also welcome. Just come along. 

The group is doing well but we could do with some new blood. 

 

Neal Guppy  

https://yorku3a.wordpress.com/groups
mailto:samdavbor@yahoo.com
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The Early Days of Cinema 

 

We meet on the first Monday of each month in the Woolman Room, screening many 

films considered to be masterpieces of the 1920s  and 30s - mainly, but not all, silent. 

Viewing notes are sent out beforehand. 

We have screened three excellent films this 

Autumn, starting with the The Docks of New York 

(Sternberg, 1928) starring George Bancroft. He’s 

not a well-known figure today, but he was a giant 

in his time, a 1920s John Wayne. It’s one of the 

last great films of the silent era. 

This was followed in October by the powerful All 

Quiet on the Western Front (Lewis Milestone, 

1930) a benchmark anti-war film that was very 

well reviewed as the storm clouds gathered in 

Europe. 

 

 

October switched to a slightly lighter theme with a 

Hitchcock classic, The Man who Knew Too Much 

(1934), a masterful thriller with the inimitable Peter 

Lorre.  

We shall finish in December with Chaplin’s The Kid, a marvellous ‘feel good’ film 

featuring the amazing Jackie Coogan, one of the first American child stars. If you’d 

like to come along, please email earlycinema@yorku3a.com or contact me on 01904 

797524. 

Richard Beaton   

 

mailto:earlycinema@yorku3a.com
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Walks Through Time 

If you’ve ever been on one of Marian Taylor's  ‘Walks Through Time’ on a Tuesday 

or Wednesday afternoon, you will have enjoyed Marian's friendly, witty manner, the 

chance to use the u3a earphones against the York traffic and the wealth of interesting 

details about York's past that she shares with participants. Now, after many years 

leading the Walks, Marian is having to step back. She is looking for someone to take 

on leadership of the group from September 2023, which - delightfully - comes with a 

small library of York history books and a copy of all the routes and details of the 

previous walks if wanted. 

Marian is offering anyone interested in considering taking over the Walks Through 

Time a chance to lead a trial slot on March 14th 2023 on a topic of their own choice. 

If this sounds like something you would like to try, or to know more about, please 

contact Marian on mariontaylor23@hotmail.co.uk or Rosemary on 07848 843112. 

Water Fitness 

I’m pleased to say that the numbers for water fitness have risen remarkably over the 

last few months. We’re welcoming new members every week and if this continues, 

we will be having use of the full pool. (We had to reduce it to half a pool when our 

numbers were down.) 

  

mailto:mariontaylor23@hotmail.co.uk
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For those who would like to come along to Water Fitness, we meet at the Energise 

Pool, Cornlands Road, Acomb. YO24 3DX every Monday from 1.30pm to 2.30pm. 

Gentle exercises are done in the shallow end and take the same format every week. 

They are designed to keep all muscle groups and joints flexible. 

It’s so relaxing to be in the water, keeping fit and having fun. At the end of the session, 

many of us relax in the café with a very welcome hot drink. We are a friendly and 

gregarious bunch, having lots of laughs. For instance, last week towards the end of 

the session, a life guard who was sitting on one of those tall chairs, let out a shout. 

The alarm we felt soon turned to hilarity as we saw her shoe flying gaily through the 

air, to land in the water. One of the quick-thinking members swam to retrieve the 

object before it sank into the depths. The lifeguard apologised profusely, explaining 

that she had been doing the exercises whilst sitting on her chair. It must get rather 

boring just sitting waiting for an emergency. Well it provided entertainment for us! 

If you fancy giving water fitness a try, the first session is free and then it’s £25 for 8 

weeks. Don’t worry if you can’t swim, it all takes place in the shallow end. 

For more details, please ring  07894 831756  or email sunic911@gmail.com 

Sue Tompkin, Secretary  Anne Fox, Group Leader 

 

Reading Group for the Visually Impaired 

Lesley Robinson of Easingwold u3a is exploring having a reading group for visually 

impaired members using downloads from Audible, Calibre and RNIB Talking Books. 

If any member of York u3a would be interested in joining such a group, please let me 

know and I could run a group in parallel blended on Zoom with the Easingwold one. 

I can be contacted via Baldwinyork@btinternet.com. 

Anna Baldwin 

  

mailto:sunic911@gmail.com
mailto:Baldwinyork@btinternet.com
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TALKS 

Saturday Talks for December and January 

Saturday 10th December at 10.30am : Christmas Concert 

This year’s Christmas Concert will be live and in-person in the Methodist Church Hall. 

Many of you will not have enjoyed a good sing for some time so come and join us for 

this happy occasion when we hope to capture the spirit of Christmas through a mixed 

programme of Christmas music with director Don Pears conducting the u3a Choir 

together with Guitar and Ukulele Groups. Coffee and hot mince pies will be served 

from 9.45am! 

Saturday 14th January at 10.30am : From Cave to Cosmos 

This will be an illustrated talk on Sarah Sheils’ recently published history of the 

Yorkshire Philosophical Society. This year the Society celebrates its bicentenary, 

having been founded in 1822 by a group of York gentlemen who wanted to know 

more about the discoveries of prehistoric animal bones found near Pickering and how 

they came to be there. Over the next two centuries the Society has grown to have a 

world-wide reputation and to provide a forum where all who are interested in the 

history of scientific thought and the development of our knowledge of the natural 

world and the Cosmos can find a companionable and thought-provoking group of 

people. The Society has hosted many important events and the Museum has 

achieved great renown for its ground-breaking exhibitions and events that it has 

hosted.  We should be extremely proud of its achievements, and Sarah hopes to give 

an entertaining account of some of the people who have created it. 

Having studied History at the University of York in its early days, Sarah has both 

taught and continued to study the history of our city and region. She has written on 

topics from Tudor Yorkshire to York's Quaker personalities, the arrival of the Irish 

migrants in York in the nineteenth century and much more besides. 

The Talks take place at the Central Methodist Church Hall in St Saviourgate, York 

(nearest parking in Sainsburys or Hungate).There will be an admission charge of £2 

plus £1 for coffee, which will be served from 9.45am. 

We will be manning an Information Desk so bring your questions and requests for 

recruits to your groups. And do Bring a Friend who might consider joining our 

excellent organisation!. 

Anna Baldwin and Liz Swinbank (Talks Secretaries) 
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Winter Specials 

Our membership is multi-talented and full of individual and unexpected interests. But 

not all members want to make the commitment to run a group. So we’re starting a 

series of one-off events to take place on the fourth Saturday of January (28th), 

February (25th) and March (25th). They will be held at 10am-12.30pm in the Penn 

Room, Friargate Meeting House and will be accompanied by refreshments and chat. 

Each will feature three or four members who will have time to lead a mini-session on 

their particular interest. For example: 

 3 half-hour talks grouped under a wide topic such as personal histories, work 

experiences, science interests, the railway, buildings of York, travel etc. 

 3 simultaneous groups trying some new skill (life drawing, or creative writing, 

or crosswords). 

 Poetry reading – bring a poem and tell us why you like it. 

 Desert Island Discs – bring a song and tell us what it means to you. 

 Games – bring board games and play them with others. 

 Cooking or gardening queries with a panel of self-appointed experts. 

 A quiz in teams – each team to ask one round of questions. 

 

Or, if you want to recruit others to an existing group, you could give a talk about its 

focus. You can see that the essence of this idea is do-it-yourself, so please send a 

quick email to Talks@yorku3a.com or ring me on 01904 637196 and tell me what you 

would like to attend and whether you could contribute to leading a small part of a 

session. There is no commitment involved – each session is definitely a one-off. 

When I have a few offers I will approach other members and try a little gentle 

persuasion! I’m also looking for a volunteer to help me recruit members and run the 

sessions. 

 Anna Baldwin, Joint Talks Secretary 

YORK U3A WEBSITE 

The national u3a office is working on an updated website platform for u3as to use, 

and this should be available sometime in 2023. Doreen Magill and I are involved with 

testing the new software so I hope we'll get to be one of the early users of the new-

look design. The current site is a little outdated in its look, but does remain the go-to 

place for all our upcoming events and groups details. Any questions on the web 

content should be sent to web@yorku3a.com 

Lorrae Atkins, Web Manager  

mailto:Talks@yorku3a.com
mailto:web@yorku3a.com
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TRAVEL   

Tuesday 21st February : Wentworth Woodhouse            £34.00 

 
On Tuesday 21st February 2023 we are planning a visit to Wentworth 

Woodhouse, one of Yorkshire’s hidden gems. The front of the house is bigger 

than Buckingham Palace! You may have read Black Diamonds by Catherine 

Bailey. It’s a really interesting read about the rise and fall of Wentworth 

Woodhouse and the Fitzwilliam dynasty. We hope that the snowdrops are in 

full bloom and we will also visit a garden centre nearby. 

The price includes coffee, tea and biscuits which will be followed by a 

sandwich lunch served in a private room. 

After lunch we will have a snowdrop tour of the gardens. The cost will be £34 

which includes a discount for everybody including National Trust members. 

To book, please use the form provided on page 31. 

Organiser:  Gill Cordwell Email address: gillcordwell@hotmail.co.uk 

Save the Date 9th – 13th July 2023 

 
From Space to Shakespeare and much much more! Hilary and Margaret invite you 

to their 5th summer holiday this time exploring Warwickshire. 

 

Margaret Hamilton 

 

Risk Assessments 

Our trips will be organised following current Government guidelines. Each member 

has a duty of care to their fellow members so please don’t travel if you have Covid-

related symptoms or have been near anyone who has had them within two weeks of 

travelling. We trust that members will have had any appropriate vaccinations prior to 

travel. 

The u3a Travel UK mobile phone number on the day of trips is 07939 601636. 

All the events in the Travel section are open to ALL members of York u3a. 

Hilary Davies, Travel Group Representative 

  

mailto:gillcordwell@hotmail.co.uk
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National Arboretum Trip Report           Tuesday 27th September 

We had a two-and-a-half-hour journey with 

Paul, our excellent driver, into Derbyshire. Sun, 

white clouds and grey masses gave us an 

interesting cloudscape on our way but our 

hearts sank as it began to rain. We would be 

out of doors most of the day in the spacious, 

serene landscape of the Arboretum. It’s on a 

peninsula at the confluence of the rivers Trent 

and Tame. However, by the time we had all had 

our morning coffee, there was hardly any more 

rain. Some of us booked to go on the little train which took us round most of the 

greatest monuments. The rest of the time we walked the smaller woods and paths. 

The monuments and sculptures are both moving and spectacular. All parts of the 

Armed Forces, Navy and Air Force are commemorated.  Memorials have parts of the 

railways built in Indonesia and Burma by prisoners of the Japanese, and also the 

original Lych Gate from Singapore prisoner of war camp at Changi.  

The Merchant Navy never get much of a mention but at the Arboretum there is an 

awesome woodland of oak trees - well over two thousand. Each tree is there to mark 

a ship sunk on the convoys plying between the UK and other countries, to help feed 

us. “Hearts of oak are our men”. How many sailors were on each ship? 

There are memorials for Police killed on duty, Nurses who died as a result of war, the 

Gulf war, Camp Bastion and even 'shot at dawn' - young men shot because they were 

frightened or shell shocked. Many of us would remember World War Two or what our 

parents told us. It was a very thought-provoking day. 

We ended our visit at the huge Armed Forces 

memorial. The sculptures in the inner circle 

are more than life-size and so well executed. 

They are surrounded by walls inscribed with 

thousands of names of people killed since 

World War Two. It was upsetting to find blank 

panels waiting for more names - the world 

does not need any more wars. 

The whole area was beautiful and peaceful. It made me think and remember and I’m 

pleased to have had the opportunity to visit. 

Anne Fox  
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Derby Museum of Making Trip Report             Tuesday 8th November 

Most of us had no idea what to expect – would there be some kind of factory 

demonstration but without Greg Wallace championing the processes? Would there 

be silks on display as it was originally the first silk factory in the UK? What would have 

been made in Derby?  

It took all of us by surprise. There are over 30,000 objects on display as we were told, 

coming from all manner of different engineering operations which have become part 

of our lives over the last decades and centuries. Starting with the first centre for silk 

manufacturing, Derby has attracted enterprising visitors from all parts of Europe and 

the Far East who are interested in developing engineering for industrial production.  

Whatever your interests may be, you will find something fascinating that attracts you 

personally. 

One of the cabinets that interested me informed us how the exhibits were obtained, 

eg. gifted, bought, stolen, exchanged, looted or bequeathed. Another was that 

Burnaston in Derbyshire became the first manufacturing centre for Toyota in the UK 

in 1989. My current car is an old Corolla made in 2003 and one of the big hanging 

displays (a Rolls Royce engine was of course the other) was the first model launched 

in 2001. It was thrilling to see her older sister up there in her magnificence showing 

off all her parts. Other visitors I am sure had their own exciting finds. 

There were lots of posters about different events and for railway enthusiasts there 

are many, as the Derby Locomotive Works began in 1840. A large poster set out the 

strict rules for travelling on trains which dated from 1901, together with another one 

giving the prices for porterage from the train to your carriage. I was reminded of 

seeing station porters in my childhood. 

Other posters showed photographs of strikes and rebellions against the long hours, 

poor pay, and hard labour in the factories. Will we ever learn? 

There was so much to see and it’s impossible to exemplify the variety of objects on 

display and the relevant information which explains their purpose. The curators have 

worked hard to make this a living museum. They were all well-informed, available 

and were clearly enjoying their job.   

Before moving on see the Museum Gallery and the Cathedral, I read the following 

words on the wall. This museum is far from being simply history. It still continues to 

think into the future. 

“The next episode of the Industrial Revolution will be the growth of Automation and 

Artificial Intelligence. The demand for digital and advanced technological skills, and 

emotional skills such as leadership and managing others, will grow. Creativity and  
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critical thinking will be essential as our workplaces change. There will be equal 

demands for highly technical and creative skills, and empathetic and caring skills.   

What will the jobs for the future be?” 

The Cathedral is very beautiful (which cathedral isn’t!) and contains some unusual 

features eg. plaques to Florence Nightingale, Joseph Wright of Derby (the portrait 

painter) and Bonnie Prince Charlie. The tomb of Bess or Hardwick is here and there 

are many intriguing stories to read about the Duchess of Devonshire.   

The Museum and Art Gallery is within walking distance. It looks like a little craft and 

card shop from the outside but once you get it, it’s vast. There are objects from all 

parts of the world. Several areas are dedicated to remnants of our colonial 

exploitation deriving from them with full stories of events in many countries where we 

Brits have broken human rights with horrendous tortures and killings that we have 

since hidden or glossed over. Viewers are invited to comment from their own personal 

experiences. It’s deeply humbling to read their responses. 

You may conclude that Derby is well worth a second visit. I send grateful thanks to 

both Philip Dearle who did a grand job taking over from Tina Dearle who sadly was 

not well enough to lead us on the day, having done all the planning and arranging.    

Julia Williams.  
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FINDING LOVE IN SLOVENIA 

 

No, it’s not the title of a romantic novel! It's the only country in the world with the 

English word LOVE in its name and it's not overstating things to say that we all fell a 

little bit in love with the milky green-blue lakes, the wooded hillsides and the striking 

jagged peaks of the Julian Alps. Mt. Triglav, the highest peak at 2864m is featured 

on the country's flag. The Julian Alps form the eastern end of the range we refer to 

as The Alps. Bled itself is in the Završnica valley between the Julian Alps and the 

Karavanke mountains that sit between Slovenia and Austria. The roads through the 

alps twist and turn and call for skilled driving, especially for coaches – fortunately, our 

driver was one of the best. Take the route over the Vršič pass. It's 1611m above sea 

level so you'll not only come through stunning scenery of pine forests and rivers but 

encounter 50 breath-taking hairpin bends along the way. Ten thousand First World 

War prisoners of war built this amazing route through the mountains and although 

there was a trading route in existence for a long time, the prisoners (mostly Russians) 

created more or less what we have today. In fact you can stop by the roadside to see 

the wooden Russian chapel that they built for themselves as evidence of their 

presence. 

Alpine Slovenia is not just scenery – you'll encounter some lovely towns too. Take 

Radovljica for instance with its well-preserved medieval square. If you're with a guide, 

ask them to tell you about the statue of the boy and the philanthropic local woman 

who used her wealth to provide school books for the local children. Then move on to 

the lookout where you will get wonderful panoramic views across the valley to the 

hills and mountains in the distance. Kranska Gora is another nice town that becomes 

a centre for snow sports during the ski season and not far from here is Planica where 

you will be awe struck by the height of the world's second biggest ski jump – the one 

Michael David Edwards (aka Eddie the Eagle) was barred from. Even the training  
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jumps would frighten me – although not Slovenian children, who begin their training 

on the smaller ones at a very tender age. Included in our trip was the Bohinj Valley 

and Lake Bohinj with its sparkling water, almost jade in colour, a popular resort for 

fans of canoeing, sailing and paddle-boarding. 

For those who are fond of exercise in the fresh air, seek out the Slap Savic waterfalls. 

You'll need to climb over 500 steps to see them but the end result is worth the effort. 

Be careful to not pick any of the flora along the way – they are all protected and there 

are 7,000 species endemic to the region. Not that keen on climbing? Not far away is 

the Vogel cable car that for €25.00 will carry you in comfort to a lookout from where 

you can take in the beauty of the Narodni National Park which, incidentally, occupies 

8% of Slovenia. 

After all this exercise, a spot of food and drink is called for. Why not try plum schnapps 

or a glass of excellent Slovenian wine from the Goriska Brda winery? And you can't 

leave the area without trying the delicious Blejska Kremna Rezina, or Bled cream 

cake (a bit like a vanilla slice with a cream layer). The latter was created by a chef at 

the Hotel Park, which incidentally, is where our party stayed.  

Hotels in the region are of a good standard. Ours, the four star Hotel Park, is 

positioned overlooking Lake Bled so is the ideal setting for lakeshore walks or the 

small shopping centre located just one street behind. I loved the use of wooden 

panels throughout the hotel and the views from the lounge-cum-reception area are 

spectacular. You'll also enjoy watching the cat-faced robots gliding quietly between 

the lounge and the restaurant – resist photographing them if you can. English is 

taught in schools from an early age and to a sophisticated level too so you can be 

confident of being understood – as I found out when a young waiter in Ljubljana, keen 

to try out his language skills, engaged me in conversation about my diary. 

 

The capital is Ljubljana, a coach ride of about 45 minutes from Bled, though service 

buses will take over an hour. With its hill-top castle and its Ljubljanica river this small 

city is a delight. The shopping streets are pedestrianised to give the feeling of a 

relaxed and safe browsing or shopping environment. You may see the word Trg on 

street signs (this means square) and my favourite was Novi Trg with its fountain 

against the backdrop of the castle perched high on its craggy hill. Access to the castle 

is via the funicular which runs throughout the day. A second lift is available to take 

you to the open-air courtyard where you can enjoy views across the city or just relax 

with a light meal and drink. 
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Slovenia was not a country I had previously thought of going to but when I saw it was 

being suggested by the u3a travel group, I thought, why not? I’m pleased to have 

been there and experienced some of what it has to offer – the scenery, the Blejska 

cream cake, the traditional music of Slavko Avsenik, and also to have been part of 

the excellent group I travelled with. The excitement of travel is that it educates, 

enriches and brings new experiences. I found all this and more on this trip. Such 

experiences won't come to us, we must go out and find them. 

Neil Butterworth 

SALE OF PAUL HOWARTH’S CD/DVD COLLECTION 

In October we had two sales of Paul’s collection and had quite a lot of interest. These 

raised a total of £330. After the sales we were still left with an enormous number of 

CDs and DVDs. We sold as many as possible of these to an online company called 

Music Magpie and took the remaining CDs and DVDs to St. Leonard’s Hospice. This 

involved quite a lot of effort for the three of us, but we didn’t want them just to be 

thrown away. £165 has been donated to York u3a and everything else has been 

donated to St. Leonard’s Hospice. 

We hope that everyone enjoys their purchases and remembers Paul either when they 

watch the DVDs or listen to the CDs.   

 

Sandra Mason, Lorrae Atkins and Sheila Wilson 
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS 
 
Christmas Is Coming… 

Remember the excitement of opening an 

advent calendar window each morning in 

December? York u3a is having one online this 

year! Each day will reveal a contribution from 

one of our groups or other volunteers, showing 

videos, pictures, music or quizzes. 

Visit the webpage each day in December to 

see each new 'window', plus each window will 

contain one member’s number – there will be 

an advent chocolate waiting for that member 

to pick up at the office. To take part, go to our website yorku3a.com and select the 

page 'Members Info' where you will find the advent calendar. 

Lorrae Atkins, Web Manager 

Modern Technology – Let’s All Learn Together! 

Using any form of modern technology can sometimes feel quite overwhelming. The 

younger generations have been brought up using Information Technology (IT) as part 

and parcel of their everyday life and they forget not all of us have had this opportunity. 

Wherever you look, often the only course of action to access information seems to 

be via the Internet or Facebook, Twitter or email and if you’re not comfortable using 

these it can be a way of making you feel you are no longer part of the conversation. 

York u3a are now offering you a chance to take on board a new set of skills, utilising 

your computer or a laptop. From 16th January, I and other volunteer members will 

start running weekly sessions where you can get help to learn a bit about IT, for 

example: using your device, creating emails, learning how to search online, creating 

a document for your family history or devising a record of the work that you’ve been 

doing in your garden over the year – the list is endless. Or maybe we can help you 

with something you've been struggling with on your computer. 

If you would like to find out more about these sessions please contact me 

on training@yorku3a.com or leave me a message by calling the office on 01904 

289293. 

Sandie Young  

http://yorku3a.com/
mailto:training@yorku3a.com
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National Learning Opportunities 
 
Many of us are still wary of venturing out or find that the Groups we‘d like to join are 

unavailable. Help is at hand! 

A full programme of National Learning Opportunities provided by the Third Age Trust 

can now be accessed online. We’d like to share these with you to complement the 

local learning happening in York. A Learning Leaflet is available to download here 

https://bit.ly/3h2A0oM or you can go direct to www.u3a.org.uk/learning to find out 

what’s on. We’ve detailed just a few of the latest opportunities on offer. 

Online Learning Events, including:  

06 December : The Maths of Bell Ringing 

06 December : Genetic Genealogy – Understanding DNA Testing 

13 December : Writing Poetry for Publication and Performance 

09 January : Sleep and Dreams  

Subject Networks : A chance to collaborate, sharing resources and ideas around a 

particular subject. 

National Learning Initiatives : Take part in a competition, challenge or project – your 

chance to be inspired by and work with other members. 

Research & Shared Learning : The Research Network brings together advice, 

volunteers and resources to support a wide range of research-led learning. 

As you can see, there is a wide range of opportunities to get involved in, with your 

local group or individually. They’re all available free of charge so, if you can’t get out 

and about – or prefer to learn from home – get online! 

 

The u3a Learning Team 

York u3a is opening a book and DVD exchange 

 

Got too many books or DVDs? Fancy a change? The York u3a office on Clifford 

Street is opening an exchange but needs some stock to start up. Can you spare some 

books or DVDs?  In anticipation of your generosity we are limiting the amount you 

can donate to a maximum of 10. 

We plan to be up and running for the New Year. From then members will be welcome 

to come to the office and exchange a book or DVD at no cost. You'll also be welcome 

to sit and peruse what is on offer before taking away your choice of item to enjoy at 

your leisure. 

 

Karen Sawyer, Office Co-ordinator 

  

https://bit.ly/3h2A0oM
http://www.u3a.org.uk/learning
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MEMBERS’ CONTRIBUTIONS 

‘Chesty’ - Halifax NP780 

Some time ago I saw a photo in the pub at Nun Monkton. Evidently the men stationed 

in Linton used to come over by rowing boat - hence the other pictures on show when 

they fancied a pint or two. I took a photo of it hoping I could do some research on the 

Halifax bomber with the picture of a West Highland White Terrier on its nose cone. I 

set about trying to find out if this was anything to do with somebody having the breed 

during the WW2 period in Canada as the kennels over here were greatly depleted. 

Only the wealthier ones could keep going, many dogs were put down and the gene 

pool was very small for some years until after the war when they could be built up 

again. I eventually ended up writing to the Editor of the Bomber Command Newsletter 

in Canada called Muff Mills, who advertised in the newsletter ‘Gaggle and Stress’. 

 

Imagine my delight when I received a letter from a Bob Gall in Ontario, who was 

equally surprised to read about HIS plane. The following is an extract from his letter 

explaining the reason for the ‘Westie’. 

“I have just received my copy of the Bomber Command Association of Canada 

Bulletin and you cannot imagine my surprise when I opened it and saw a picture of 

MY Halifax “C” for Chesty. Where did you get that picture as I have the negative? I 

am very happy to try to answer all your questions. It will be quite a story! 

Firstly, I was a pilot on 408 Squadron from November 1944 to April 1945, the date of 

our last trip. Long before we got to the Squadron, one member of our crew, the 

wireless operator Jim Kindness, was courting a young lady. She made us little cloth   
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dog and embroidered each of our names on it in the respective positions where we 

were located in the aircraft e.g. tail gunner on the dog’s behind, bomb aimer on the 

dog’s nose and so on. Therefore, I am sorry to say that the dog had nothing to do 

with West Highland White Terriers, although the girl painted on the aircraft was copied 

from a picture on a calendar I had and she was holding a Westie on a leash. Long 

ago, I gave that calendar to 408 Squadron Museum otherwise you could have had a 

copy of it. Certainly none of the crew had any connection with West Highlands. 

Anyway, because of the girl in the picture with her Westie, we decided to call our cloth 

dog ‘Chesty’ and it went with us on each of our 31 trips, 25 of which were flown in C 

for Charlie (Chesty). 

The aircraft in the picture NP780 arrived on the station at Linton-on-Ouse just before 

Christmas 1944. We got her brand new! She was given the code letter C as the 

previous C had been lost on an earlier raid. We did our first trip in her on December 

24th 1944.  We’d not had her long before we had one of the ground crew paint the 

pictures of the girl and the dog on the nose and C for Chesty was born. I called into 

the control tower once and identified the aircraft as C for Chesty and was promptly 

told to use the proper name of C for Charlie! And by the way, the girl was not 

particularly chesty and was fully dressed in a sailor-suit blouse. 

After each trip, a Westie puppy was painted on the side under the big dog rather than 

the rows of little bombs that you usually see. She’d done 40 trips by the time we 

finished and hence you will see the Operational Wing painted under the 40 puppies.  

Much against regulations we each wore a little silver dog (much like a Westie) on our 

tunics and had them made for our ground crew as well. 

Your letter mentioned that the log sheet named P/O Case and F/Lt. Stanley, whom I 

certainly remember because we took him on his first operational trip as a ‘second 

dickie’ to Hamburg on 31st March 1945. To explain – the Pilot of a new crew on the 

Squadron had to go on at least one trip with an experienced crew and on such a trip 

he was known as the ‘second dickie’.  Did that make me, the Pilot, the ‘first dickie’? I 

don’t know. 

I think that tells you all there is about C for Chesty and her crew. I’m the only member 

of the crew still alive so you were fortunate that I saw your request as no one else 

could give you the ‘pukka gen’ (the truth). What a small world it is indeed. 

Thank you for your enquiry and I hope that your questions have all been answered. 

If not, then just ask me and as long as my memory serves me I will be happy to 

answer if I can, though my hand and my memory are not what they used to be.” 

Sincerely, Bob Gall 
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I have written to Bob a few times since his letter and in his last one he included the 

photograph of his crew, shown below. 

 

Bob says he is the handsome one in the top left – and so he is! 

This was first written and researched in 1998. In 2002 I heard from Bob’s son that he 

had died on the 29th July. I have a picture of the plane above my desk and often look 

at it and wonder what it must have been like to fly in her. I’ve been in one at the Air 

Museum. How they ever got in with all their gear on I’ll never know. The conditions 

were so cramped and no heating - hence all the bulky sheepskin clothing. I even have 

copies of a few of the flight log entries that were written on some of the missions. 

Doreen Lancaster 

Falls and Fragility Fracture Audit Programme 
 
I sit as a patient panel member on a Royal College of Physicians group, FFFAP (Falls 

and Fragility Fracture audit programme). It produces some very helpful information 

which isn’t always offered in paper form. Some of the topics it covers are Strong 

Bones after 50; My Hip Fracture - 12 questions to ask; Your Hip Fracture - what to 

expect on the road to recovery and Falls Prevention in Hospital - a guide for patients. 

There are also synopses of the audits including a highly detailed database of 

how individual Trusts, Hospitals and Fracture Liaison Services  are meeting the key 

performance indicators. For further information go to https://www.fffap.org.uk/ and 

https://bit.ly/1MhFH8Y or request a paper copy from RCP. 

 

Kath Briers  

https://www.fffap.org.uk/
https://bit.ly/1MhFH8Y
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CHRISTMAS CROSSWORD 

Our crossword this month is unlikely to please the purists – but it should provide some 

seasonal fun. The clues across are cryptic while those down are straightforward. 

However, some answers have no clues at all. Collect the letters from these, add those 

from 38 down (you should now have 23 in total) and use them to solve our Cryptic 

Super Clue at the end. Best of luck!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACROSS 

3. French dance infused with colour is sweet (5,4)  8. Reindeer from ancient city 

returns with unpopular cetacean (7) 10. n/a 11. n/a 12. Label present marker (4,3) 

15. Following sorrow, time lends vision (5) 16. Drapes involved with a series of 

displays (7)  18. After time, Heather follows bat for an instant (9)  20. Finger damage? 

21. n/a  22. Father Christmas takes iron from New Mexican city (5)  24. Put the wind 

up with terror (3)  26. Stacked broken sink around the French (5)  27. n/a  28. n/a    

29. Flash in the sky lacks direction but provides illumination (8)  30. To shop around 

for pictures (6)  33. n/a  34. Decorating the tree can suspend energy within (9)            

35. Hush returns after a jar confused Indian rulers (6)  38. n/a  39. n/a   40. Barely in 

bed – but lucky to be so!  41. Many others hold plaything back (3)  42. Bright-eyed 

and bushy-tailed? (5) 

  

1  2    3  4   5 6  7 

8     9      10    

     11   12 13      

   14  15          

16          17     

      18 19        

20      21         

     22    23   24  25 

26      27     28    

       29        

30    31 32      33    

    34           

35 36 37           38  

 39       40       

41    42           
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DOWN 

1. Covers gifts (8,5)  2. Lyric poem (3)  3. Santa’s day (9)  4. Near or approaching (4)  

5. It meows (3)  6. Looking forward to (12)  7. Christmas drink (3,3)  9. Model for the 

camera (4) 13. n/a  14. Buckle up here (4,4)  17. Glide on snow (3)  19. Send Santa 

this (4,4)  23. Winged guardian (5)  25.British country (7)  30. Makes amends (5)      

31. Diverse (5)  32. Sibling (abr.) (3)  36. In the past (3)  37. Bliss  38. Home-made 

bomb (3)  40. n/a 

CRYPTIC SUPER CLUE 

Lose bit, ie. star. Confuse the rest and things could continue indefinitely – just like 

your attempt at the answer! (2,3,2,2,3,2) 

PS : Remember to collect your 23 letters to start with. 

The solutions are given on page 30. 

 
THE GARDENERS AT FRIENDS MEETING HOUSE 

Hello. Well nature certainly sent us a curve ball 

in the last month. After having a drought and 

plants failing to flower, along came some 

bountiful rain and changed things from a 

disaster to a moderate loss! 

We carried out the re-planting of the bed to the 

right of the Garden Room and it’s looking quite 

good now so I hope it works if we have another 

heatwave. The area was then mulched with 

leaf mould, both sieved and multipurpose 

compost so we are keeping our fingers 

crossed for an abundance of colour. 

We hope you all have a Happy Xmas and we 

will carry on with our updates in 2023. The 

picture is the pretty Cyclamen Hederifolium. 

 

Jennifer, Julie and Sandra 
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CHRISTMAS QUIZZES 
 
Christmas Special 

 

1. Sir Walter Raleigh is credited with introducing which foodstuff, traditionally 

part of a Christmas dinner, to Britain? 

 

2. What is the second line of the carol Silent Night? 

 

3. Which male forename is also the French word for Christmas? 

 

4. Who teamed up with Sir Elton John for the 2021 single Merry Christmas? 

 

5. Which Finnish composer’s Opus 1 is entitled Five Christmas Songs? 

 

6. To which continent is the orange tree indigenous? 

 

7. Winter Beauty is a species of which climbing plant? 

 

8. For which club did Jimmy Greaves score four goals against Portsmouth on 

Christmas Day 1957? 

 

9. The modern image of Santa Claus was created by commercial artist Haddon 

Sundblom in 1931 for which company? 

 

10. Who is the last British figure skater to win a men’s individual Olympic gold? 

 

11. Which former member of the Cabinet penned the novel Christmas Angels? 

 

12. Alderman Fitzwarren is one of the characters in which pantomime? 

 

13. What is the term for female reindeer? 

 

14. In the Disney film Mickey’s Christmas Carol, which Dickens character is 

portrayed by Mickey Mouse? 

 

15. Which writer, best known for his legal thrillers, wrote the 2001 novel Skipping 

Christmas? 

 

16. In America, the General Grant Sequoia, or ‘Nation’s Christmas Tree’, is 

situated in Kings Canyon National Park in which state?  
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17. Snow Scene at Argenteuil is an 1875 painting by which French artist? 

 

18. Which carol is performed on the Church of England’s first single, released 

in 2021? 

 

19. The Night Before Christmas is an 1831 work by which writer, whose other 

works include Dead Souls and The Nose? 

 

20. In which language does “Glaedelig jul” mean merry Christmas? 

 

The answers are given on page 30. 

 

Christmas Howlers 

 
Q. What happened to the man who stole an advent calendar? 

A. He got 25 days. 

 

Q. Why did the scarecrow get a big Christmas bonus? 

A. Because he was outstanding in his field. 

 

Q. What did the bald man say when he got a comb for Christmas? 

A. “I’ll never part with it.” 

 

Q. Where does Santa go to vote? 

A. The North Poll. 

 

Q. What do you call a bunch of chess masters bragging about their exploits in a 

hotel lobby? 

A. Chess nuts boasting in an open foyer. 

 

Q. What did Santa and his wife do when they couldn’t find a divorce lawyer? 

A. They employed a semicolon. They’re great at separating independent clauses. 

 

Editor’s Note : Love those last two, they’re real Christmas Crackers! 
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Christmas Word Wise 

 
Last year, using the given letters no more than once, we invited you to make as many 

words as possible of four or more letters from the word CHRISTMAS. This year, we’re 

giving you twelve letters so it should keep you going a lot longer! Plurals and 

capitalised words are not allowed. There is one expression of two words using all 

twelve letters (see page 30). 

 

D F A E D L I X I V A N 

 

Do feel free to tell us rest of the answers – because we haven’t a clue! 

 

YORK U3A COMMITTEE 
 
Chair   David Maughan Brown             chair@yorku3a.com 

Secretary  Mike Barnard       secretary@yorku3a.com 

Treasurer  Ren Buss       treasurer@yorku3a.com 

Membership Secretary Brian Parkin  membership@yorku3a.com 

Groups Co-ordinator Rosemary Royds Tree          groups@yorku3a.com 

Newsletter Editors Nick & Sue Tompkin     newsletter@yorku3a.com 

Website Manager  Lorrae Atkins               web@yorku3a.com 

Equipment Manager Quinn Smith        technical@yorku3a.com 

Talks Secretaries  Anna Baldwin/Liz Swinbank           talks@yorku3a.com 

Travel Group Rep  Hilary Davies     hilarytravel@yorku3a.com 

Regional Rep  Nick David         regional@yorku3a.com 
Office Co-ordinator  Karen Sawyer             office@yorku3a.com 
Minutes Secretaries  Philip Firth/Michael Wajdner      minutes@yorku3a.com 
Assistant Membership  Mo Sandland    n/a 
 

Committee members can be contacted by email as shown in the table above. 

Messages can also be left by calling the office on 01904 289293 and will be answered 

as soon as we can. 

  

mailto:chair@yorku3a.com
mailto:secretary@yorku3a.com
mailto:treasurer@yorku3a.com
mailto:membership@yorku3a.com
mailto:groups@yorku3a.com
mailto:newsletter@yorku3a.com
mailto:web@yorku3a.com
mailto:technical@yorku3a.com
mailto:talks@yorku3a.com
mailto:hilarytravel@yorku3a.com
mailto:regional@yorku3a.com
mailto:office@yorku3a.com
mailto:minutes@yorku3a.com
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OFFICE OPENING HOURS AND HOLIDAY DATES 

Christmas Closure 

The office will be closed for the holiday period from the week commencing Monday 

19 December 2022. We will reopen on Tuesday 3rd January 2023. The office team 

wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.   

 

Additional Opening Day 

The office is currently open Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 10am to 12midday. 

To improve access to support and information, our office opening hours are 

increasing. From the 1st February 2023 the office will now also open every 

Wednesday afternoon between 1pm and 3pm. If you need to telephone or come and 

see us from then on we will be open as follows: 

Tuesday:       10am to midday 

Wednesday:  1pm to 3pm 

Thursday:      10am to midday 

Friday:           10am to midday 

 

Covid prevention measures in the office 

Our policy, as stated on the office door, is to be mutually respectful, considerate and 

responsible. To date, the majority of members and visitors to the office tend not to be 

wearing masks. However, please be aware that if you enter the office, you can ask 

those already inside to put on a mask if that’s important for you. Similarly, you may 

be asked by those already inside to put a mask on yourself before entering. There 

are disinfectant wipes, hand gel, sterile gloves, disposable masks and a roll of paper 

towel all available just inside the door. 

The office is run by u3a volunteers.  If you would like to join the team, please call us 

on 01904 289293 or email officeyorku3a@gmail.com or simply call into the office at 

15a Clifford Street. 

Karen Sawyer, Office Co-ordinator 
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PUZZLE SOLUTIONS 

Christmas Crossword 

ACROSS 

3. Candy Cane   8. Rudolph   10. An   11. Or   12. Gift Tag   15. Sight   16. Parades 

18. Twinkling   20. Nick   21. Ma   22. Santa   24. Awe   26. Piled   27. St   28. At   

29. Lighting   30. Photos   33. On   34. Tinseling    35. Rajahs  38. In   39. Go       

40. Blessed   41.Toy   42. Ready      

DOWN  

1. Wrapping Paper   2. Ode   3. Christmas   4. Nigh   5. Cat   6. Anticipating   7. Egg 

Nog   9. Pose  13. It  14. Back Seat  17. Ski  19. Want List   23. Angel   25. England 

28. Atones   31. Other    32. Sis   36. Ago   37. Joy   38. IED   40. By 

CRYPTIC SUPER CLUE 

It may go on and on!  

Christmas Special 

1. Potato   2. All is calm, all is bright   3. Noël   4. Ed Sheeran  5. Jean Sibelius       

6. Asia   7. Clematis   8. Chelsea   9. The Coca-Cola Company   10. Robin Cousins   

11. Nadine Dorries   12. Dick Whittington   13. Cow   14. Bob Cratchit   15. John 

Grisham   16. California   17. Claude Monet   18. In the Bleak Midwinter 19. Nikolai 

Gogol   20. Danish   

Christmas Word Wise 

Felix Navidad 

Editor’s note : Do let us know how many others you managed to get! 

 

We hope you’ve found something to enjoy in this month’s NewsMail and that it’s kept 

you engaged over the festive season. In the meanwhile, keep safe and we look 

forward to seeing you soon.   

Best Wishes 

Nick David, Editor 
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Visit to Wentworth Woodhouse on Tuesday 21st February 2023 

Booking Form 

PLEASE WRITE LEGIBLY 

Please reserve ……. place(s) at £34.00 per person 

I/We will join the coach at (please circle as appropriate) 

Fulford : 8.30am    Memorial Gardens : 8.45am    Middlethorpe Grove : 9.00am  

Name(s) (1)…….…………………………………………………………………………… 

(2)…..……………………………………………………………….…………….. 

Address……………………………………………………………………………………… 

………..……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Post code………………………u3a number(s)………………………………………….. 

Email address……………………………………………………………………………… 

Phone……………………………….……..Mobile..…….………………………………… 

Emergency contact (1)………………………….……Phone……….…………………… 

   (2)………………….……………Phone…………….……………… 

Any mobility concerns……………………………………………………..………………. 

EITHER  I am sending a cheque for £.…… made payable to ‘York u3a Travel UK’ 

together with the completed booking form to Gill Cordwell, 16 Ash Close, York YO31 

1HE in an envelope marked WENTWORTH WOODHOUSE. 

OR I have paid £….... by BACS to the account with the following details:             

Account name: YORK U3A-UK TRAVEL GROUP; Sort code: 30-98-97; Account 

number: 63593362; My ref: my membership number followed by Wentworth. Since 

I’ve paid by BACS, I am sending only my completed form to Gill Cordwell as above. 

I will write WENTWORTH WOODHOUSE on the outside of the envelope. 

If the trip is fully booked you will be contacted by phone or email and put on a waiting 

list. If a place becomes available, you will be contacted again. If you are not 

contacted, then assume that you are on the trip. Please note that cheques will not be 

cashed until close to the date of the visit. 

If you cancel the booking, there will be a refund only if a replacement is found. 
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